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Abstract— This paper presents a flow based architecture

for network traffic camouflaging. We aim at hiding both the

message traffic pattern and the fact that camouflaging itself

is taking place, while at the same time guaranteeing the QoS

requirement of the message flow. The idea is to embed the

packets of the message flow into the packets of another flow,

denoted as carrier flow, which in turn may be generated by

a well known network service. We say that message flows

act as parasites while the carrier flows are the hosts. We

study issues in selecting the carrier to improve the system’s

performance while satisfying both security and QoS require-

ments. A flow-based traffic camouflaging prototype system

has been realized. The experimental evaluation shows that

the use of parasite flows effectively hide both the message

traffic pattern and the fact that camouflaging is taking place.

KEY WORDS: camouflaging, parasite flow, traffic anal-
ysis, worst case delay, QoS

I. Introduction

This paper presents a new QoS guaranteed flow based ar-
chitecture for network-level traffic pattern camouflaging.
We aim at hiding not only the traditional flow pattern but
also the fact that camouflaging is taking place.

Traditionally, encryption has played an important role in
network security. It has become apparent, however, that
encryption alone is not sufficient to secure a network. With
increasing amounts of traffic being encrypted and its con-
tents therefore being beyond the reach of effective crypt-
analysis, attention is shifting toward traffic analysis. Traf-
fic analysis is a security attack where an intruder observes
message traffic’s frequency, length, and origin-destination
patterns between different entities ([15]) to infer sensitive
information about the applications and/or the underlying
system. Traffic analysis is harmful and can, for example,
uncover the location of command centers, determine the
state of alertness of various units, or detect covert infor-
mation flows to or from apparently non-involved parties
[12]. In addition, effective traffic analysis is well known
to greatly help cryptanalysis efforts [12]. Thus it is im-
portant to develop means to render traffic analysis efforts
ineffective.
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Traffic analysis can be prevented by appropriately camou-
flaging the message traffic; the traffic is manipulated that
the observable traffic pattern cannot be related to the op-
erational status of applications.

In our previous work ([6]), we describe a camouflaging sys-
tem NetCamo that achieves the prevention of traffic anal-
ysis while providing support for delay-guaranteed services.
In order to enable efficient admission control mechanisms
for camouflaged communications with QoS requirements,
the traffic of camouflaged connections was embedded into
so-called cover-modes. These cover-modes were constant-
rate connections that acted as carrier flows for connections
that needed to be camouflaged. The latter in turn would
tunnel through the carrier connections.

While this approach was successful in camouflaging con-
nections, it was not so in hiding the camouflaging activ-
ity itself. The constant-rate flows used for camouflaging
are immediately identifiable as artifacts introduced to hide
some sort of network activity and so naturally attract the
intruder’s attention. More general form of carrier flows are
needed that naturally blend into the existing mix of traffic
in the network.

In this paper, we propose the use of parasite flows to cam-
ouflage flow activity within existing network traffic. We use
one or more existing network services as vehicles for car-
rier flows which hold message flows. Message flows tunnel
through their carrier flows by replacing carriers’ payload
with message flow packets in a way that is undetectable by
the observer. To continue with the analogy used before,
carrier flows act as hosts for message flows.

We have implemented this technique in a flow based camou-
flaging system. Our experiments show that this technique
effectively hides both the traffic pattern of message flow
and the existence of camouflaging while guaranteeing the
message flow’s QoS.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the system principle model while Section III
discusses threat model of the adversary, the issues within
this model and the corresponding solutions. In Section IV
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we will expatiate a flexible implementation architecture in
detail. Performance evaluation is presented in Section V.
Related work is presented in Section VII. Section VI will
describe our future work on this topic. At last Section VIII
summarizes this paper.

II. Models

A. System Model

Figure 1 illustrates the general approach underlying our
flow based camouflaging using parasite flows.
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Fig. 1. System Principle Model

A message sender Bob would send a stream of message
packets to the receiver Alice. The message originates in
the secured subnet A, passes through the unsecured pub-
lic area, where it can be observed by the adversary Eve,
and ends in the secured subnet B. In Figure 1 the message
packet stream is denoted by P1, · · · , P4.

During the establishment of the message flow, Bob first ne-
gotiates any QoS and camouflaging guarantees with gate-
way G1. If necessary, the carrier processor on G1 chooses
an appropriate carrier for Bob’s message flow. Then G1 ne-
gotiates with G2 to establish the carrier flow, and a stream
of carrier packets begins to flow from G1 and G2. In Figure
1 the carrier packet stream is denoted by C1, · · · , C3.

Now Bob can start sending. When the message packets
arrive at G1, the flow encoder module in G1 captures and
queues them. Whenever a carrier packet becomes avail-
able, the content of the carrier packet is replaced by the
whole message packets. Then the encoded carrier pack-
ets are sent to the public network. To prevent the leaking
of cleartext, the packets flowing between G1 and G2 are
encrypted (for example using IPSec). In Figure 1, carrier
packet C2 contains message packets P1 and P2, i.e., C2 is
encoded by P1 and P2.

When the encoded carrier packets arrive at the other gate-
way G2, the flow decoder on G2 recognizes the encoded
packets. It first filters out the message packets in the car-
rier packet and then sends them to Alice. Following this,
the encoded carrier packets are forwarded to the carrier
processor on G2 in order to protect the integrity of the

carrier flow. Figure 1 illustrates how carrier packet C1
contains message packet P1; when C1 arrives at G1, P1
is extracted out and released to Alice; the processed C1 is
then forwarded to the carrier processor.

Although the description above is limited to the case of a
one-way communication from Bob to Alice, it’s easy to ex-
tend this model to the case of bidirectional communication.
In the latter case, both gateways contain the flow encoder
and flow decoder. Particular attention must be given to
the signaling protocol in this case. When a bidirectional
communication request comes to gateway G1, G1 signals
G2 the corresponding reverse message flow request. G2
responds to this message flow request in the way similar
to what we described in the one-way communication case.
When Bob wants to make a VoIP call to Alice, for exam-
ple, the two gateways can start Video-on-Demand session
between each other to cover the VoIP communication be-
tween Bob and Alice.

The mechanism described above can effectively hide the
traffic pattern of the message flow. By replacing the con-
tent of carrier packets with message packets, we hide the
traffic pattern of the message flow into the traffic pattern
of the carrier flow.

In the following sections, we will describe the details of this
camouflaging system and our countermeasures to these at-
tacks. For clarity, we will focus on camouflaging one-way
communication. When necessary, the two-way communi-
cation case will also be expatiated.

III. Issues

In order to successfully camouflage the traffic patterns of
critical flows, it is important to (a) perturb the traffic pat-
terns of these flows sufficiently so that the traffic pattern
cannot be inferred by an observer, (b) do this so that the
mechanisms used to perturb the traffic are not visible to
the observer. At the same time, any QoS guarantees must
be maintained.

To summarize, the design of camouflaging therefore has
three objectives:

1. Hide the traffic pattern of a message flow using carrier
flows.
2. Hide the fact that camouflaging is taking place.
3. Guarantee the QoS requirement of both camouflaged
and non-camouflaged flows.

The first two objectives aim at a high level security for
the message flow while the third objective guarantees the
message flow’s quality of service.

In order to assure the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proach, we must define the threat model and clearly lay
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out Eve’s capabilities. We distinguish between passive and
active attacks.

In a passive attack, Eve logs the packets on the wire. By ap-
plying statistical technique, Eve tries to infer information
about the traffic flows. Using this log, Eve can analyze the
packet length distribution, the interarrival time of packets,
and contents of packets, and other characteristics of the
network traffic.

Active attacks, on the other hand, attempt to stimulate
the camouflaging mechanism by manipulating the packets
of the carrier flow. Eve may drop, alter, replay the packets.

It must be emphasized, however, that Eve can operate ex-
clusively in the unsecured public area in the Internet. We
assume that the subnets are secured.

In the following we will see that the choice of carrier is key
to achieving these goals. In this section, we solve the issue
of how to select carriers. First we describe the possible
ways to generate carrier flows; then the carrier selection
criteria are given; at last our choice of carrier generation
method is presented.

A. Carrier Selection

There are three possible ways to generate carriers.

• Generating Carriers by Synthesizing Stochastic Pro-
cesses: Here the carrier flow curve is controlled by a
synthetic stochastic process. Sometimes a communication
session can be described by a stochastic process, which is
controlled by some parameters. For example, the simple
Poisson process is determined by its density parameter λ.
By synthesizing classical stochastic processes, more compli-
cated one can be generated. So a specific stochastic process
can be constructed to imitate some communication services
which can be used as carriers,

• Using Traces of Previous Communication Sessions as
Carriers: The idea is that we record the traffic profile
of previous communication sessions and replay them later
as the carrier flow. In this way, the carrier is indistinguish-
able from real traffic.

• Using Live Communication Session as Carriers: In this
case, when a message flow requests a carrier, a real real-
time connection is established between the two gateways
G1 and G2. To the observer, this looks like that there are
two users communicating with each other between subnet
A and subnet B.

Next, we will give carrier selection criteria and evaluate

these three approaches.

B. Criteria for Carrier Selection

In order to be effective, the camouflaging system must re-
sist both active and passive attacks described above, and
must therefore satisfy the set of criteria specified below.

Criterion 1: the carrier traffic pattern must not be singu-
lar from its surroundings.

For example, to reduce the impact of big bandwidth usage,
users in the critical subnets A and B are prohibited from
using video-on-demand by the authority. If Eve knows this
policy, we can not use video-on-demand service as our carri-
ers. Otherwise doing this would be as ineffective as having
a militant unit use a wrong coverings for camouflaging.

Even if a widely-used service is chosen for carriers, Eve
may recognize that a communication’s function is that of
a carrier if some unexpected change is done on the carrier
because of the implementation problem. This gives rise to
the second criterion to prevent this passive attack,

Criterion 2: The characteristic packet length distribution
and interarrival distribution of a service must not change
when the service is used as a carrier.

A carrier must withstand an active attack. That is, no in-
dication must be given about the function of carriers when
the observer manipulates carrier packets. If the carrier is
a TCP-based connection, for example, particular attention
must be paid to display correct TCP dynamics when the
observer drops packets.

Criterion 3: The carrier must react as expected from the
service when Eve drops, alters and replays carrier packets.

We note that in order to satisfy criterion 1 to 3, and in
order to make best use of carrier bandwidth, we may have
to occasionally fragment message packets when we tunnel
and fill them into carriers when they are larger than carrier
packets.

In addition to the security criteria listed above, a good cam-
ouflaging mechanism for the type of systems we consider
must satisfy QoS criteria as well.

Criterion 4: For real-time applications, a carrier must be
carefully chosen to satisfy the QoS requirements of both the
message flow and others flows in the system.

It’s clear that too big bandwidth of carrier will impact other
traffic. For example, Bob builds a telnet session with Alice.
If we use video-on-demand for carriers, the big bandwidth
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usage of video-on-demand will severely limit the bandwidth
available to other traffic flows, which may or may not need
camouflaging. Vice versa, too small a bandwidth used by
the carrier will influence the message flow’s QoS. For an ex-
treme example, we can not use a telnet session as a carrier
for a video-on-demand service, as the bandwidth would not
suffice. Similarly, even a low-bandwidth control-loop con-
nection could not use a telnet session as carrier because of
the high variance in “silent times” in the session.

C. Our Choice of Carrier Generation Method

Based on the four criteria above, three carrier generation
methods described earlier are compared below.

Carriers using synthetic stochastic processes may violate
Criterion 1. Generally the common traffic can only be
approached by synthesizing a group of classical stochas-
tic processes. Sometimes, it’s impossible to do it. If not
operated carefully, the carrier flow’s statistic characteristic
will divert far away from the planned one, which may pro-
trude out of the surrounding traffic. The advantage of this
method is that it is easy to control and implement.

Using carriers which replay traces of previous communica-
tion sessions may violate Criterion 1 if we replay the same
profile of a communication session again and again. More-
over this also may violate Criterion 3 because the carriers
may incorrectly respond (namely, not respond at all) to
active attacks. For example, replaying traces does not cap-
ture the dynamics of TCP when a packet is lost. Replay-
ing the previous TCP communication session as carriers is
susceptible to active attacks where Eve drops packets and
monitors the response of the carrier. Then if Eve discards
packets and does not see retransmissions, he knows some-
thing irregular happens between the two gateways and the
two subnets behind the gateways are the critical areas. The
advantage of this method is that it’s easy to implement and
we just need to send all the stored packets one by one ac-
cording to its timing profile.

Because of the defects of the first two methods, in our cam-
ouflaging system described blow, we use real-time commu-
nications as carriers. Our system is also designed to satisfy
Criterion 2 and Criterion 4.

IV. Implementation

In this section we describe the architecture of the camou-
flaging system. For clarity, we first focus on camouflaging
one-way communication and then extend to the case of
camouflaging two-way communication as well.

A. System Architecture

Our current implementation platform is Redhat Linux 7.2.
We utilize its Netfilter module ([8]) to implement a user-

space ip protocol handler.

Figure 2 corresponds to the concrete modules implemented
on gateway G1 and G2. Gateway G1 serves communication
requests from subnet A while Gateway G2 replies to the
communication request from G1.
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Fig. 2. System Modules

In Figure 2 G1, there are 3 tables to record the current
state of the system. They are message flow table, carrier
flow table and correlation table.

• The Message Flow Table records the message flows which
pass through the two gateways, from G1 to G2. Because
performance must be guaranteed, the QoS parameters of
message flows must be recorded. Each message table entry
also points to a message packet queue to queue the packets
from the corresponding message flows.
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• The Carrier Flow Table records the started carrier flows.
Each entry has a pointer to the correlation table for a car-
rier packet to find the message flows which it carries.

• The Correlation Table records the correlation between
carrier and message flows, i.e., which carrier flow carries
which message flow. This table uses a dynamic linked list.
Each entry of the list is a pointer to a message flow entry
in the message flow table.

The Connection Admission Control (CAC) module deals
with the message flow establishment and teardown request
originating in subnet A. When a message flow gets estab-
lished, CAC registers this flow’s information into the mes-
sage flow table. A message flow can start only if it gets
the acknowledgment from Connection Admission Control.
When the message flow is torn down, CAC cleans up the
flow’s record. CAC needs to contact the carrier processor
for an appropriate carrier for a message flow.

The Carrier Processor sets up a carrier for an acknowledged
message flow according to some policy. When it receives
a carrier request from CAC, carrier process chooses a car-
rier and calculates the system’s QoS. If QoS is satisfied,the
carrier processor records this carrier’s information into the
carrier flow table and a correlation entry is also entered
into correlation table. The carrier processor also notifies
its counterpart on G2 to start carrier agents to build the
carrier flow. When a message flow is torn down, carrier pro-
cessor will stop the agents if the agents don’t serve other
message flows. It also cleans up the carrier’s information
from carrier table and correlation table.

The CAC and the Carrier Processor determine the QoS of
the whole system.

The Flow Encoder is responsible for embedding the mes-
sage packets into carrier packets. When a message flow
is acknowledged by CAC, the message packets and carrier
packets begin to flow. A message packet will be queued into
its corresponding packet queue specified in the message flow
table. When a carrier packet arrives at the flow encoder,
the encoder will check the carrier table and find its cor-
responding entry. Then from the correlation table, it will
check the corresponding message flow entries in message
flow table, fetches the packets in the queues and embeds
them into the carrier packet by replacing the latter’s con-
tent. When the size of message packet is bigger than that
of the carrier packet’s content, message packet fragmenta-
tion is required. For this reason, the flow encoder must
be efficiently implemented to avoid affecting the carrier’s

timing for security.

Carrier Processor on G2 is responsible for synchronizing
with its counterparts on G1. Its main functions are: (a)
when a message flow star-up request comes and a carrier
setup request is sent from carrier processor on G1, it replies
to the signaling and creates an agent to receive the carrier
traffic from G1; (b) when a message flow teardown request
comes and a carrier teardown request is sent from carrier
processor on G1, it stops the agent.

When a camouflaged packet arrives at G2, flow decoder
captures the packet. It decodes the carrier packet, get
message packets and forward them to the receiver Alice on
subnet B. To protect the dynamics of the original carrier
flow, it restores the carrier packet’s header information, re-
calculates the necessary checksums and then send it (which
contains junk message data) to carrier flow receiver agent
created by the carrier processor.

Please note: because the original carrier packet’s message
data is crashed by message packets, the services that we
choose must not depend on the message data for signaling,
i.e., the message data of the carrier service must be state-
less. For example, a Telnet service can not be used for a
carrier because telnet is a service with state. It depends on
the exchange of information to go further.

Appendix A describes all the data structures in Figure 2
in detail.

B. Camouflaging Bidirectional Communication

Here we extend our system to deal with the bidirectional
communication. By bidirectional communication we mean
that, when Bob send a message to Alice, he also wants to
accept the reply from Alice. TCP has this characteristics
inherently. In TCP service, even though Bob may just
want to send a one-way message flow, like email, to Alice,
the TCP service on Alice’s host will send acknowledgment
information back to Bob’s host. From a simple extension of
the architecture above, our system can handle bidirectional
communication.

• Architecture Revision: To camouflage the bidirectional
communication, gateway G1 and G2 must integrate all the
functions of the gateway G1 and G2 in Figure 2. Because of
the highly modularized node (G1 and G2) architecture, it’s
easy to combine different modules together. It’s straight-
forward.

• Additional Signaling: We divide the bidirectional com-
munication into two one-way communication channels.
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Message \ Carrier UDP TCP
UDP UDP over UDP UDP over TCP
TCP TCP over UDP TCP over TCP

TABLE I

Transport Service Combination of Message and Carrier

The difference between a bidirectional communication and
two one-way communications is that the two channels in
the former are synchronized at the communication initial-
ization and tear down. Aside from initialization and tear-
down, there is no difference between a bidirectional com-
munication’s two channels and two one-way communica-
tion channels.

So the signaling extension must address the initialization
and teardown phase. At initialization, the carrier proces-
sor on gateway G1 needs to request gateway G2 for the
reverse channel setup. If rejected by G2, the message flow
request to G1 is also rejected. When G2 receives the reverse
channel setup request from G1, it will notify the receiver
in subnet B and calculate the QoS as usual. Both com-
munication entities, Bob or Alice can initiate a tear down
request. The corresponding gateway will negotiate with
the other one to clean up the flow records and stop agent
on both gateways.

C. Camouflaging Different Transport Communication Ser-
vice

Internet traffic typically uses TCP or UDP as underlying
transport service. Either service can be message flow or
carrier flow. There are 4 combinations, which are listed in
the Table I.

Now we give some simple analysis below,

• UDP over UDP: UDP vs UDP is exactly the one-way
communication case above. In fact it is the only case that
we can use our QoS requirement effectively. Because of
TCP’s retransmission mechanism, we can not predict the
amount of retransmission data. Therefore whenever either
carrier or message flow use TCP service, it is difficult to
guarantee the QoS of the message flow.

• TCP over UDP: In this case, the message flow uses TCP
and the carrier flow uses UDP. We need to establish two
UDP carrier channels for the bidirectional TCP message
flow;

• UDP over TCP: In this case, the message flow uses UDP
and the carrier flow uses TCP. In this case It’s beneficial
to use a TCP application with one-way heavy traffic flow

to save the bandwidth of the reverse channel since UDP is
a one-way channel.

• TCP over TCP: This is the difficult case. Both message
and carrier use TCP. The retransmission mechanism takes
effect in both cases. We can not synchronize the two slide
windows of message and carrier. If the window size of mes-
sage is greater than that of the carrier, it will cause a large
amount of message packet loss and retransmission. Tun-
neling TCP through TCP is problematic ([13]), although
it does not compromise the security of the message flow.

D. Delay Analysis

At this time we turn attention to QoS requirements. For
this we need a quantitative analysis of this system’s QoS.
One of the most important QoS parameters is delay, which
we are most interested in.

Determining end-to-end delays in communication networks
has been the subject of a large amount of research. The
delay computation in this case is somewhat complicated
by the fact that we embed message packets into the carrier
packets, which in turn are transmitted to their destinations.
Please refer to Appendix B for details of queuing delay
analysis.

In addition to network-level delays, we introduce delays
caused by packet processing in the gateways. Because of
our implementation mechanism, a user-kernel space trans-
mission delay is introduced.

Additional delay is caused by the IPSec encryption, which
needs to be analyzed to get a worst case value.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our sys-
tem in term of security and QoS. In these experiments, we
measure the effect of camouflaging on a single UDP mes-
sage flow. The message flow used here has a constant rate
of 1.28B/s. The message flow is camouflaged on a UDP
carrier with a uniformly distributed traffic rate between
[4.8kB/s, 6.7kB/s]. We use FIFO as our packet schedul-
ing on the message packet queue.

A. Feasibility

Figure 3 shows the carrier flow rate curve before camou-
flaging and after camouflaging.

From Figure 3, the carrier traffic average rate curves before
camouflaging and after camouflaging are indistinguishable.
This illustrates the feasibility of our new camouflaging ap-
proach, parasite flows. The security of the message flow
pattern is guaranteed.
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Fig. 3. Carrier Flows before Camouflaging and after Camouflaging

B. QoS Evaluation

Figure 4 displays the message flow curves before and after
camouflaging.
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Fig. 4. Message Flows before Camouflaging and after Camouflaging

We can see that because of the queuing delay, the two mes-
sage flow curves differ. The after-camouflaging-message
flow curve fluctuates around the before-camouflaging-
message flow curve. The QoS requirements of the message
flow is still guaranteed, however.

VI. Future Work

In this paper, we have focused on camouflaging the traffic
between two gateways. It is easy to extend this architecture

to multiple gateway case because of the highly modularized
node architecture.

Our camouflaging architecture is not limited to protect the
communication between gateways. The host-to-host com-
munication can also be protected by this technique when
every host is viewed as a gateway.

There are many different correlation policies that can be
used. As we have seen, different policies will have different
impacts on the system’s QoS performance. We are study-
ing the optimum strategy for different use of this system,
e.g., how to optimize QoS when only limited carriers are
available and the quantity of message flows and their pa-
rameters is known.

More complicated case studies and performance analysis
are also needed to evaluate this system’s performance, since
we just give simple case study in Section V.

We also plan to implement a real-time Linux version of this
camouflaging system and do more detailed delay analysis.

VII. Related Work

In this section, we briefly survey the previous work on the
network traffic pattern hiding.

A classical survey of the countermeasures on traffic anal-
ysis is given in [15]. They conclude that the end-to-end
technique, that we use in this paper, can effectively and ef-
ficiently limit all kinds of traffic analysis to the host level.
The main technique to achieve this is generating dummy
message to pad the communication to a predefined pattern.
The technique of parasite flows described in this paper ex-
tends this method. By changing the correlation between
carrier and message flows, the cover traffic pattern of the
message flow can be freely changed.

The authors in [9], [10] and [14] give the first mathematical
framework to optimize the bandwidth usage in traffic anal-
ysis. They convert a given traffic pattern into so-called
neutral traffic pattern. Their work is limited to a static
connection-based system, where dynamic arrival of connec-
tions is not allowed.

Our previous camouflaging system, NetCamo [6], is signifi-
cantly different from other work in that we do provide com-
plete end-to-end prevention of traffic analysis while guar-
anteeing QoS (the worst case delay of message flows).

In this paper, we generalize the idea of NetCamo. In Net-
Camo, the constant rate of covermode is studied in detail.
This special cover mode may make it apparent that cam-
ouflaging is taking place. The idea presented here is to use
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some well known service to further hide this kind of in-
formation. Moreover, in all the previous work, generating
dummy traffic is used to implement a special traffic pat-
tern, but the technique of generating dummy traffic is also
a problem. We can see that the technique in this paper
does not need to generate dummy packs and there is no
such technique problem.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new architecture to uti-
lize parasite flows to prevent the traffic analysis while guar-
anteeing QoS of the message flows.

Instead of generating dummy messages to achieve a specific
traffic pattern for message flows, we choose a well known
network service as the traffic pattern of the message flow.
Real agents using this well known service are started and
the message contents of this flow’s packets are replaced by
the message packet, i.e., a parasite flow is used, the well
known service as the carrier (host), while message flow as
the parasite.

A flexible architecture is suggested to implement host-
based and gateway-based systems. We use flexible data
structures to achieve the free change of message flow traf-
fic patterns. Rich policies can be made out of this data
structure flexibility.
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Appendix A: Data Structures

• Message Flow Table:
Figure 5 gives the structure of message flow table entry.

Src ip Dst ip Proto Src port Dst port

 Host−Host

 Message Flow

Queue ptr

Flags

C Flow ParametersOther Flags

Fig. 5. Entry of Message Flow Table

In Figure 5, the source IP address Src IP, destination IP
address Dst IP, protocol proto, source port Src port and
destination port Dst port uniquely specifies a message flow.
This five parameters form a tuple, < Src ip, Dst ip,

Proto, Src port, Dst port >, which can be used as a
unique flow index.

A message flow may request camouflaging or not, and the
flag bit C in the flag field reflects this. Other flag bits are
reserved for future use.

The QoS parameters of the corresponding flow are defined
in the flow parameter field. In fact, one message table entry
is not limited for the use of just one TCP or UDP flow, and
it can record the aggregated one of a few message flows. For
example, for differential services, we can use one entry for
the aggregation flow of the flows requesting the same class
of service. For aggregated flow, this parameter field must
be revised to reflect the parameter variance when a flow
checks in and checks out.

Another very important field is the queue pointer field,
Queue ptr. This field holds a pointer to the corresponding
message packet queue. All the message packets fitting the
flow index will first go to this queue.

• Carrier Flow Table: Figure 6 gives the structure of
carrier flow table entry.
Like the message flow table, < Src ip, Dst ip, Proto,

Src port, Dst port > is the flow index. The Flow Pa-
rameter field records the QoS parameters of single carrier
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Src ip Dst ip Proto Src port Dst port

 Host −Host

 Carrier Flow

Other Flags Correlation ptrP Flow Parameters

 Flags

Fig. 6. Entry of Carrier Table

flow or integrated carrier flow.
The correlation pointer Correlation ptr points to the cor-
relation table, and describes these message flows that this
carrier will carry.

Then the flag P in the flag field means that this carrier is
in promiscuous mode, i.e., the carry can carry any message
flow. Other flag bits are reserved for future use.

• Encoded Carrier Packet: Figure 7 gives the format of
the encoded carrier packet.

Hdr Len Checksum

        IP Hdr with         
proto=CAMOUFLAGING_PROTO

Message Packet 1

Message Packet 2

   

# of Packets

     0                         7 8                      15 16                                                      31

Old Tran Proto Unused

Old Transport Hdr

Fig. 7. Encoded Carrier Packet Format

We keep the original IP header of the carrier packet.
But for the convenience of the packet decoder on G2 to
recognize the encoded carrier packet, we define a pro-
tocol number CAMOUFLAGING PROTO. The protocol
field of the original carrier packet is replaced by this
number. So this ip header is named as IP Hdr with
proto=CAMOUFLAGING PROTO in Figure 7.

Following the carrier packet’s IP header, there comes our
camouflaging encapsulation header. The header length
field, Hdr len, specifies the length of the encapsulation
header. The variable length of header is for the conve-
nience of extension of the current protocol. The number of
packets field, # of packets, records the number of the mes-
sage packets encoded in the carrier packet. The Checksum

for the integrity check of this encapsulation header is the
16 bit one’s complement of the one’s complement sum of all
16 bit words in the encapsulation header. The old trans-
port protocol number is remembered by the old protocol
field, Old Tran Proto. We need this to calculate the whole
encoded packet’s header length, which is the sum of the
length of old IP header , the length of old transport header
and the length of camouflaging encapsulation header. The
Unused field is for the extension of the protocol.

The old transport protocol header is kept. But its check-
sum field is recalculated because the content of datagram
is replaced by the message packets. The reason of keeping
the old transport protocol is that we need it to protect the
dynamics of the old transport, especially for TCP protocol.

Exactly following the old transport header comes the mes-
sage packets. These packets are concatenated together
seamlessly. We can use the IP headers of these packets
to locate each packet. For example, the position of Mes-
sage Packet 2 is the position of message packet 1 plus the
length of Message Packet 1.

Appendix B: Delay Analysis

Here we focus on the queuing delay analysis.

Figure 2 shows the details of the system modules on gate-
way G1 and gateway G2. On gateway G1, there are two
packet queues: Message Packet Queue (MPQ) and Output
Queue (OQ). Gateway G2 has one packet queue: Output
Queue. In order to determine the end-to-end delay of traf-
fic flows traversing these modules, we distinguish between
queuing delay at the Message Packet Queue dMPQ on G1
and queuing delay dOQ at the Output Queue on both gate-
ways.

Before proceeding to analyze the message flow delay in de-
tail, we first introduce several concepts. Consider now a
systems S: S receives input data, described by its cumu-
lative function R(t), and delivers the data after a variable
delay. Call R∗(t) the output function, namely, the cumu-
lative function at the output of the system S.

Definition 1: Given a wide-sense increasing function
α(t) defined for t ≥ 0 (namely, α ∈ F , where F is the
wide-sense increasing function space), we say that a flow R
is constrained by α(t) if and only if for all s ≤ t:

R(t) − R(s) ≤ α(t − s). (1)

We say that R has α(t) as an arrival curve [2]. This means
that the total arrival traffic of flow R during any time in-
terval [s, t] is less than α(t − s).

Definition 2: Given a wide-sense increasing function
β(t) defined for t ≥ 0 (namely, β ∈ F ), we say that a
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flow R is constrained by β(t) if and only if for all s ≤ t:

R(t) − R(s) ≥ β(t − s). (2)

We say that R has β(t) as a minimum arrival curve. This
means that the total arrival traffic of flow R during any
time interval [s, t] is never less than β(t − s).

The first principle is to put arrival curve and minimum
arrival curve constraints on flows. To offer some guarantees
to flows, network nodes use packet schedulers, such as GPS
and EDF. The details of packet scheduler can be abstracted
by the concept of service curve [2].

Definition 3: Consider a system S and a flow through S
with input and output function R and R∗. We say that S
offers to the flow a service curve γ if and only if γ ∈ F and
γ is a wide-sense increasing function, with γ(0) = 0, and
that for all t ≥ 0,

R∗(t) ≥ inf
s≤t

(R(s) + γ(t − s)). (3)

This means that the traffic of flow R up to t can be at least
served at the amount of inf

s≤t
(R(s) + γ(t − s)).

Lemma 1: Assume a flow, constrained by arrival curve
α, traverses a system that offers a service curve of γ. The
worst-case delay is bounded by

d ≤ sup
s≥0

inf{τ ≥ 0 : α(s) ≤ γ(s + τ)}. (4)

B.1 Our Generic Delay Computation Formula

The scheduling policy at a link determines the order in
which packets from a traffic flow are transmitted over the
link. Hence, the link scheduling policy has a direct impact
on the delays experienced by a traffic flow’s packets over
the link as well as on the distortion of the traffic within the
network.

Formulas for the delay of a variety of link scheduling dis-
ciplines exist. For links with a First-Come-First-Served
(FCFS) discipline, for example, the worst case delay ex-
perienced by any packet at the link is the same for any
traffic flow traversing it. For a network with FCFS link
scheduling, the maximum delay at a link x is given by

d∗,x = max
I≥0

(

Lx∑

k=1

Fk,x(I) − I) (5)

where Fk,x(I) is the maximum number of packets that can
arrive at Link x over its k-th input link during any interval
of length I, and Lx is the number of links that feed into
Link x at the switch.

Similarly, in [7] we derive a delay formula for networks
with static priority scheduling with a fixed, globally dis-
tinct, priority assignment (SFGDP). A priority assignment

is fixed if the priority of the packets in a traffic flow is the
same in different routers along the host-to-host path. And
the priority assigned to each traffic flow is globally distinct,
i.e., none of the traffic flow’s priority have the same prior-
ity. In DS-based network, given the information about the
amount of bandwidth reserved for the aggregated traffic
of each class on the links in the network and the source
flow model of that traffic, we also derive a delay formula
to estimate the worst case queuing delay suffered by pack-
ets belonging to a particular class [1]. A wealth of other
delay formulas for other scheduling policies is available in
the literature [2], [3], [5], [11], [4], [16].

B.2 Delay Analysis for the Camouflaging System

Different carrier selection policies result in different QoS.
Here we explore the simplest case of carrier selection policy,
i.e., every carrier flow is in promiscuous mode. The analysis
of more complicated cases will be in our future work.

First let’s analyze queuing delay at message packet queue.
As we described earlier, all the message packets arriving at
G1 are manipulated according to the following procedure:
1. Put the message packets into the Message Packet Queue;
2. Select the message packet(s) in FIFO manner and em-
bed it (them) in MPQ into a carrier packet if a carrier
packet is available;
3. Send the carrier packet (either manipulated or unal-
tered (i.e., there is no message packet in MPQ)) to Output
Queue.

Generally a traffic flow can be bounded by two curves, the
minimum arrival curve and maximum arrival curve. For
flow F , F (t) represents the random variable for the amount
of packets which have arrived during interval t, then

βmin(t) ≤ F (t) ≤ βmax(t) (6)

where βmin(t) and βmax(t) are minimum arrival curve and
maximum arrival curve of flow F respectively.

When we calculate the delay at message packet queue, the
service curve is

∑m

j=1
βj

min, where m is the number of car-

rier flows and βj
min is the minimum arrival curve of the jth

carrier traffic generated by the carrier processor. Naturally,
we have

Theorem 1:

dMPQ = max
I≥0

(

n∑

k=1

αk(I) −

m∑

j=1

βj
min(I)), (7)

where n is the number of total message traffic flow whose
packets arrive at MPQ and αk(I) is the arrival curve of the
kth message flow.

Now let’s analyze the queuing delay at output queue. The
delay analysis for Output Queue can be done as follows:
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Theorem 2:

dOQ = max
I≥0

(

m∑

j=1

βj
max(I) − I). (8)

where m is the number of carrier flows, βj
max(I) is the

maximum arrival curve of the jth carrier flow.
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